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eScan: Antivirus in a whole new level

By luis on June 7, 2009

Today, the Philippine market is flooded with different solutions to solve these dilemmas. Unfortunately, most were unable to tear down
these higher level threats. Luckily, the long-trusted antiVirus and content security solution, eScan is now in a whole new level to
address these problems.

eScan, is a comprehensive antiairus, antispam and content security solution that safeguards computers from viruses, spyware, adware,
malware, keyloggers, hacking, spam, phishing, objectionable content and many other digital hazards. It provides real-time virus
protection with the revolutionary technology called MicroWorld Winsock Layer (MWL) that blocks security threats effectively at the

Windows socket layer itself and scans for restricted content in emails, removes malicious attachments and filters websites. MWL is revolutionary because
unlike the other products and technologies currently available, MWL tackles a threat before it reaches your applications.

Serving at its best, eScan is now offering the following features that make itself outstanding among others:

New user friendly graphic user interface
Faster on-demand scanning
Web protection- built-in parental control and privacy protection
Proactive protection- monitors the system registry for any changes and warns the user on detecting any
changes in the system registry.
Endpoint Security- prevents data thefts and virus infections through USB/ Firewire based portable
devices
Firewall- monitors and logs both incoming and outgoing network activities in the system and protects it
from all network based attacks.
eScan Management Console- Client Live Updater
Asset Management- more detailed description on machine such as installed software and memory to
mention a few.
Logs and Extensive Reports- showing network activities of all connected clients within the network

Furthermore, it is the only anti-virus here in the country that offers real 8/5 onsite, free Philippine- and
international-based chat and e-mail support. Also, it offers new high-level features at a very affordable price,
making it a worthy investment.

For more details, visit www.escan.ph or call eScan Sales at 230-8755 / 230-8711 or email escan@npi.ph.
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Antivirus
Free conficker identification & removal tools.
Get em now!

Stop up to 99% of Spam
Over 1 billion emails scanned daily Free
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